Jordan Light Vehicle Manufacturing LLC
(JLVM)
is a joint venture between KADDB Investment Group (KIG) and Jankel Group
Limited (JGL) of the UK it was established in Jordan since 2003 to develop,
manufacture and market specialist and protected vehicles for international military,
law enforcement forces, governmental, and non-governmental organizations and
other customers worldwide.
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Our Facilities:
Functions in Al-Mafraq Governorate – Jordan in KADDB Industrial Park (KIP). A
total area of approx 12,000 m² allocated to the factory, admin, warehouses, utilities
built on a land Area of approx 38,000 m². The facility encompasses eight production
lines, a well equipped off-line production area, warehouses and administration
building.
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Our Products: JLVM vehicles production strategy is "Build to Order" and/or
"Engineer to Order" to the customer's specific requirements ranging from soft skin
and special purpose vehicles to fully armored Internal Security Vehicles (ISVs)
based on a variety of commercial off the shelf chassis. Other soft skin products such
as 4x4 utility vehicles, LRPV, Ambulances, mobile medical solutions vehicles …etc
are part of JLVM products portfolio.
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AL-Jawad (MK III):
is an internal security vehicle (ISV), comprising of an armored body based on a heavy
duty Ford F-550 chassis, that offering automotive performance, payload and
operational capabilities. AL-JAWAD designed with battle aero dynamic and more
flexibility to get in duty inside the cities and the narrow roads, the designers kept the
ability of AL-JAWAD as a troop carrier to carry (10) fully equipped troopers ALJAWAD offers high levels of ballistic and fragmentation protection to the occupants as
standard with CEN B6 level of protection.

Discrete Armored Vehicles:
Our models from APC (Armored Personal Carrier) and discrete armored to CEN B6
as standard protection level (other protection levels are available up on customer
request) with engineering upgrade to comply with the protection upgrade, A variety
of options are available for all our vehicles including electronic jamming systems,
communications systems, gun ports, winch bars, winches, gun mounts, bull-bars,
opening windows, enhanced protection, explo-safe fuel tanks, cab only or full
length vehicle armoring. Our designers, engineers and technicians will work with
customers to incorporate their specific requirements into their vehicle order.
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Soft Skin Vehicles:
Our robust vehicles designed to achieve excellence in off-road performance and
handling, and can operate within remote areas of rugged terrain with limited, or no,
support for prolonged periods. Our vehicles perform special operations, have more
capabilities and the ability to add new technology equipments which make them
achieve various purposes with affordable & cost-effective throughout its' life

Command & Control:
Various commercial platforms are used for building a command and control
vehicles, such as Ford, Mercedes and Volkswagen trucks and vans.
Command and Control vehicles are designed to provide the information superiority
directly required for the supporting of the dominant manoeuvre force, to provide an
automated tactical command post for mobile operations security and military
missions, and provides the ability to support command and control functions
during operations, with performance objectives and growth potential for full onthe-move operations capability.
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Emergency and Paramedic Vehicle:
• Paramedic Ambulances:
The paramedic ambulance is equipped with very high standards. The
standard equipment include the latest emergency medical techniques and
first aid kits, the paramedic ambulances are designed to work as part of the
emergency response service, such as, fire and rescue, paramedics and hospital
emergency personal evacuation, at the scene of an accident or other medical
emergency cases.

• Emergency Ambulance:
This is the most common type of ambulances. The emergency ambulances are
capable of responding to an incident providing care to the patients and
transporting them to and from places of treatment. This vehicle can also be
used to bring medical care into the community providing care to patients with
minor illness or injury who can’t attend to hospital or medical facility.
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Mobile Medical Solution Vehicles (MMS):
MMS is a premier provider of workplace substance abuse testing and onsite
medical services nationwide. MMS offers complete and compliant packages of
industry required bio-monitoring solutions and when it comes to onsite nursing
and first aid station management in the construction field – MMS is the standard
bearer.
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Mobile Workshop:
Mobile workshops are utilized as temporary service workplace or facilities for
workers in places where it is not economically feasible to build a permanent
building on a firm foundation.
JLVM fabricates mobile workshops that can keep all types of tools and equipment
that are needed for conducting a certain job. These mobile workshops are efficient
in functioning and very instrumental for providing mobility to certain processes.
There are a lot of advantages for working with mobile workshop unit;
 Repeated workplace utilization at different locations via their mobility
 Individual equipment and inside space layout at favourable prices option of
technical lines, wiring systems, generators, compressors, welding sets, lighting,
air conditioning, heating etc..
 Economical and time saving in comparison to a permanent building
 Complete realization from the best design to the handover of the completed
mobile workshop, as it can be specialized (a mechanical workshop for vehicle
repair, a turning shop, a field kitchen, a sanitary container, a cooling container
etc..)
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Mobile Field Unit Solutions:
JLVM provides mobile storage containers and portable offices to professionals and
individuals in need of simple or specialized storage solutions. The company also
specializes in modifying shipping containers.
Businesses in many different industries encounter events that require additional
storage space.
Renovation projects or workplace de-cluttering can be addressed through the use of
storage containers. Various sizes are available to fit in limited areas or large spaces.
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Catering Vehicles (Refrigerated Vehicles):
JLVM designs and builds Catering Vehicles to suit all food transfer needs, such as
frozen food, chilled and fresh food, in an appropriate manner to maintain the proper
temperature in the rooms. A single vehicle offers three different compartments with
different temperatures and purposes.
 Unit Body structure
 Sandwich Panels; isolated from inside to maintain temperatures
 The entrance to the body structure is meant to be through three access (more or
less could be done), Two side doors & one rear door as are example
 The doors are equipped with heavy duty hinges, fittings and locking
mechanisms
 The entrance is equipped with steps allowing easy entrance for the personnel to
the vehicle
 Could be built on different sizes, one use or multi use
The Internal Unit Structure:
JVM can be built Catering Vehicles upon customer's request One compartment, (2)
Compartment, (3) Three Compartment Systems (Fresh, Chilled and Frozen).
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Outside Broadcast Unit:
An "OB Unit" is a mobile production unit (with equipment and crew) which is able
to travel to a location and provide broadcast coverage. JLVM desigs different mobile
solutions to serve the purpose, a simple OB unit could include any of the following:
 A number of cameras (specified by the customer).
 A mobile control room, with all needed furniture and preparations.
 Equipment and housing for a presentation area.
 Transmission equipment.
 Any other equipment.
Events commonly covered by OB units include sports, concerts, ceremonies,
festivals… Etc. and JLVM can produce different sizes of OB’s to suit the customer
requirement (Pickups, Van, Trailers, Container).
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